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ABSTRACT
Nonlinear Classication of Banach Spaces. (August 2005)
Nirina Lovasoa Randrianarivony, Licence de Mathematiques; Ma^trise de
Mathematiques, Universite d’Antananarivo Madagascar
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. William B. Johnson
We study the geometric classication of Banach spaces via Lipschitz, uniformly
continuous, and coarse mappings. We prove that a Banach space which is uniformly
homeomorphic to a linear quotient of `p is itself a linear quotient of `p when p < 2. We
show that a Banach space which is Lipschitz universal for all separable metric spaces
cannot be asymptotically uniformly convex. Next we consider coarse embedding maps
as dened by Gromov, and show that `p cannot coarsely embed into a Hilbert space
when p > 2. We then build upon the method of this proof to show that a quasi-
Banach space coarsely embeds into a Hilbert space if and only if it is isomorphic to
a subspace of L0() for some probability space (Ω;B; ).
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
How rigid is the linear structure of a Banach space? That is the question we
set to investigate in this study. Banach spaces are considered as metric spaces, and
considered between them are maps which control the distances between points in a
uniform manner. The question is to study which aspects of the linear geometry of
these spaces have to be transported by such maps from one of the Banach spaces into
the other.
Such questions have been widely studied. We mention in particular the Mazur-
Ulam Theorem [MaU] which says that if the map considered is a surjective isometry,
then all of the aspects of the linear geometry of one of the Banach spaces are trans-
ported into the other, namely the two Banach spaces are linearly isometric.
In the present study, the control we impose on a map f : X ! Y between
two Banach spaces X and Y is not quite as strict as an isometry. We relax a bit
by allowing (uniform) lower and upper bounds on the distances. Namely, we request
that for any x; y 2 X we have:
'1(kx− yk)  kf(x)− f(y)k  '2(kx− yk);
where '1; '2 : [0;1) ! [0;1) are nondecreasing functions.
The study divides into two parts. In Chapters II and III, we focus our attention
to controlling small distances. Namely we request that '1(t) > 0 when t > 0, and
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2that '2(t) ! 0 as t ! 0. The maps that have such properties are exactly the uniform
and/or Lipschitz embeddings.
In Chapter II, we study Banach spaces that are uniformly homeomorphic to
a linear quotient of `p when 1 < p < 2. Such spaces are of course uniform quotients
of `p as well (see 2.2.3 for the formal denition). The case p > 2 has been studied.
Namely, in [GoKL2], Godefroy, Kalton and Lancien show that if a Banach space X
is uniformly homeomorphic to a quotient of `p when p > 2, then X has to be a linear
quotient of `p as well. Johnson, Lindenstrauss, Preiss and Schechtman in [JoLPS]
show that `2 cannot be a Lipschitz quotient of `p when p > 2. The techniques for
these were respectively the conservation of the convex Szlenk index under a uniform
homeomorphism, and the -Frechet dierentiability of a Lipschitz map from `p to `2
when p > 2. In our study of the case p < 2, we employ the technique introduced by
Enflo in his proof that `1 and L1 are not uniformly homeomorphic, namely we use a
comparison of the sizes of approximate metric midpoints. Using this technique, we
get that a Banach space which is uniformly homeomorphic to a linear quotient of `p
must itself be a linear quotient of `p when 1 < p < 2.
In Chapter III, we rene the Enflo technique by relating the sizes of approxi-
mate metric midpoints with the moduli introduced by Milman in [Mi]: the modulus of
asymptotic uniform convexity X and the modulus of asymptotic uniform smoothness
X of a Banach space X. Through this renement, the Enflo technique gives us an
estimate of the form Y (t)  CX(Ct) when the Banach space X Lipschitz embeds
into the Banach space Y . This enables us to give one characteristic of Banach spaces
that contain a Lipschitz copy of every separable metric space.
In Chapters IV and V, we change focus and control large distances instead.
Now our requirement on the control that the map f : X ! Y makes on distances
3is that '1(t) ! 1 as t ! 1. These maps were introduced by Gromov [Gr1] and
are called coarse embeddings. They were introduced in order to study groups as
geometric objects. Finitely generated groups are considered as metric spaces under
the word distance. In relation to algebraic topology, Yu [Y] proved that a metric
space with bounded geometry that coarsely embeds into a Hilbert space satises the
coarse geometric Novikov conjecture. Later, Kasparov and Yu [KaY] strengthened
this result by showing that it is enough for the metric space in question to admit a
coarse embedding into a uniformly convex Banach space. Whether this was really a
strengthening was not very clear though, because it is not apparent at rst sight that
there are uniformly convex Banach spaces that do not coarsely embed into a Hilbert
space.
This inspires the study we do in Chapters IV and V. In Chapter IV, we
show that the uniformly convex Banach space `p (p > 2) does not admit a coarse
embedding into a Hilbert space. In Chapter V, we give an actual characterization
of all quasi-Banach spaces that coarsely embed into a Hilbert space. The techniques
used here rely on the classical work of Schoenberg [S] regarding the theory of positive
and negative denite kernels; and on the work of Aharoni, Maurey and Mityagin
[AMM] regarding the study of uniform embeddings into a Hilbert space.
4CHAPTER II
BANACH SPACES UNIFORMLY HOMEOMORPHIC TO A
QUOTIENT OF `
p
(1 < p < 2)
Let us recall the denition and the main property of a uniform homeomorphism.
2.1 Uniform homeomorphism
Denition 2.1.1. A map f is called a uniform homeomorphism between two metric
spaces X and Y if it is bijective, uniformly continuous, and its inverse is also uniformly
continuous. If f and f−1 are actually Lipschitz maps, then we say f is a Lipschitz
homeomorphism or a Lipschitz isomorphism.
A map Ωf called the modulus of uniform continuity of f gives a way to quantify
the uniform continuity of f . It is dened for r 2 [0;1) by
Ωf (r) = supfd(f(x); f(y)); d(x; y)  rg:
The map f is uniformly continuous if Ωf (r) ! 0 when r ! 0. When the
function is Lipschitz, its modulus of uniform continuity has a linear form, i.e. there
is a constant C > 0 so that Ωf (r)  Cr for all r  0.
The Lipschitz behavior of a map is closer to a linear behavior than the uniform
behavior is, so it is natural to \Lipschitz-ize" a uniformly continuous map. The
following lemma (see e.g. [BeL, page 18]), which does this in an explicit manner, will
be of importance to us throughout this work:
Lemma 2.1.2 (Lipschitz for large distances property). Let f : X ! Y be
a uniformly continuous map. If the metric space X is metrically convex, then f is
5Lipschitz for large distances, i.e.
8 c > 0; 9 L < 1 such that dX(x; y)  c ) dY (f(x); f(y))  LdX(x; y):
Proof: Recall that a metric space X is called metrically convex if for all x, y in X,
and for all n 2 N, one can nd in X points x0 = x; x1; x2;    ; xn = y such that
d(xi; xi+1)  d(x; y)=n.
Call Ωf the modulus of uniform continuity of f , and let c > 0. Let x; y 2 X
with d(x; y)  c, and call n the smallest integer bigger than or equal to d(x; y)=c.
Since X is metrically convex, we can nd in X points x0 = x; x1; x2;    ; xn = y such
that d(xi; xi+1)  c for all i = 0; 1; 2;    ; n − 1. Then by the triangle inequality in
Y , we have:
d(f(x); f(y)) 
n−1X
i=0
d(f(xi); f(xi+1))

n−1X
k=0
Ωf (c)
= Ωf (c)n
 Ωf (c)2d(x; y)
c
So we can take L = 2Ωf(c)=c: 
Remark 2.1.3. A Banach space is convex, and hence metrically convex, so it follows
from Lemma 2.1.2 that a uniform homeomorphism f from a Banach space X onto
a subset of another Banach space Y is Lipschitz for large distances. However, f(X)
need not be a convex subset of Y , and hence we cannot always assume that f−1 is
Lipschitz for large distances as well. Unless imposed by assumption, the only case
where f−1 is guaranteed to be Lipschitz for large distances is when f is surjective,
i.e. the two Banach spaces are uniformly homeomorphic.
62.2 Quotient mappings
Denition 2.2.1. A Banach space Y is called a linear quotient of a Banach space X
if there is a linear bounded map T : X ! Y that is surjective.
Recall the Open Mapping Theorem, which gives a very distinctive property of
linear quotient mappings.
Theorem 2.2.2 (Open Mapping Theorem). Let X and Y be Banach spaces, and
let T : X ! Y be a linear bounded map. If T is surjective, then there exists a constant
c 2 (0;1) such that:
1
c
BY  T (BX);
(where BX and BY represent the unit ball of X and Y respectively).
In other words, linear quotient mappings are uniformly open in the sense that
the image of any ball of a given radius centered at a point x contains a ball of pro-
portional radius centered at T (x). This observation leads to the following denition
for general nonlinear mappings.
Denition 2.2.3. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. A map f : X ! Y is called
a uniform quotient map ([BJLPS], [J]) if it is uniformly continuous, surjective, and
uniformly open in the sense that one can nd a nondecreasing map ! : [0;1) ! [0;1)
such that !(r) > 0 when r > 0, and
8 x 2 X; B(f(x); !(r))  f(B(x; r)):
! is called the modulus of co-uniformity of f .
If f is Lipschitz, and ! is such that !(r)  r
c
for some constant c independent
of x and r, then f is called a Lipschitz quotient map, and the smallest constant c
7which makes the inequality true for all r 2 [0;1) is called its co-Lipschitz constant
[Gr2].
Let us remark that if X is a separable Banach space, and Y is a uniform
quotient of X, then Y is separable. In fact, all we need for this is the continuity and
the surjectivity of the uniform quotient map.
A uniform quotient f map between Banach spaces is also co-Lipschitz for large
distances [BJLPS]. Roughly speaking, it means that if the map were invertible,
its inverse would have been Lipschitz for large distances. Formally, it means the
following:
Lemma 2.2.4 (Co-Lipschitz for large distances property). Let f be a uniform
quotient map between two Banach spaces X and Y . Then f is co-Lipschitz for large
distances, i.e.
8 c > 0; 9 L 2 (0;1) such that r  c ) 8 x 2 X; B

f(x);
r
L

 f(B(x; r)):
Proof: Let f : X ! Y be a uniform quotient, with modulus of co-uniformity !.
Let r  c, let x 2 X, and let y 2 B(f(x); !(r)). Divide the segment [f(x); y] into n
segments y0 = f(x); y1;    ; yn = y with kyi − yi−1k  !(c) and n =

!(r)
!(c)

. Now,
by the co-uniform condition on f , we can nd points x0 = x; x1;    ; xn 2 X such that
f(xi) = yi and kxi − xi−1k  c for every i = 1;    ; n. Using the triangle inequality in
X, we then see that kx− xnk  nc  2 c
!(c)
!(r) and f(xn) = y. Denoting L = 2
c
!(c)
,
we see that for every x 2 X and for every r  c,
B(f(x); !(r))  f (B(x; L!(r))) :
Now if we write R = L!(r), we see that R > 2c implies that r > c and hence
B

f(x);
R
L

 f (B(x; R)) : 
8Now we can make use of an ultrapower argument to get the following (see
[BJLPS]):
Proposition 2.2.5. Let X and Y be Banach spaces, and assume Y is a uniform
quotient of X. Let U be a free ultralter on N. Then the ultrapower (Y )U is a
Lipschitz quotient of the ultrapower (X)U .
Proof (see e.g. [BeL, page 273]): Let f : X ! Y be the uniform quotient map.
We know that f is Lipschitz and co-Lipschitz for large distances, so we can nd a
constant L 2 (0;1) such that:
B

f(x);
r
L

 f (B(x; r))  B (f(x); Lr)
for every x 2 X and every r  1. Then the maps fn(x) = f(nx)
n
also satisfy the
same condition for every r  1
n
. By taking limits along the ultralter U , we see that
their ultraproduct ef : (X)U ! (Y )U dened by ef(x1; x2;    ) = (f1(x1); f2(x2);    )
satises it for every r > 0. 
Recall that a Banach space X is called uniformly convex if for every  > 0,
one can nd  > 0 such that if x and y are two elements of the unit sphere of X
with kx − yk  , then
∥∥∥∥x + y2
∥∥∥∥  1 − . Bates, Johnson, Lindenstrauss, Preiss
and Schechtman [BJLPS] improved the previous proposition in the case of uniform
quotients of a uniformly convex Banach space (see also [BeL, Theorem 11.18]):
Theorem 2.2.6. Assume Y is a Banach space that is a uniform quotient of a uni-
formly convex Banach space X. Then there is a constant c > 0 such that for each nite
dimensional subspace F  Y , there is a subspace F1  X such that d(F; F1)  c.
In particular, Y is isomorphic to a linear quotient of some ultrapower of X. (Here
d(; ) represents the Banach-Mazur distance between Banach spaces.)
9Idea of the proof: First, the previous proposition gives us a Lipschitz quotient map
between ultrapowers. Now, since a Banach space and its ultrapowers have the same
nite-dimensional subspaces, we can just reduce to f being a Lipschitz quotient map
between X and Y .
Bates, Johnson, Lindenstrauss, Preiss and Schechtman introduce and study a
property of pairs of Banach spaces that they call UAAP (Uniform Approximation by
Ane Property). A pair (X; Y ) is said to have the UAAP if for every  > 0 there
is a constant c > 0 such that for every ball B  X with radius r, and for every
Lipschitz map f : B ! Y with Lipschitz constant L, one can nd a ball B1  B
(not necessarily cocentric to B) with radius r1 > cr, and a continuous ane map
g : X ! Y such that kf(x)− g(x)k  r1L for every x 2 B1.
Then they show that if X is a uniformly convex Banach space, and G is a
nite-dimensional Banach space, then (X; G) has the UAAP.
Now, for each nite dimensional subspace F of Y , they consider the nite
dimensional space G = Y=F? where F? is the anihilator of F in Y . They apply the
UAAP property of (X; G) to the composition map Q  f where f : X ! Y is the
given Lipschitz quotient map and Q : Y ! G is the canonical quotient map. The
ane approximation of Q  f that they get gives a linear map T : X ! G, and then
the Lipschitz and co-Lipschitz conditions on Q  f dualize and give that the adjoint
map T  : F ! X is an isomorphism into. 
As a corollary to this theorem, we have the following [BJLPS]:
Corollary 2.2.7 (Uniform quotients of `
p
). Let X be a Banach space that is a
uniform quotient of `p (1 < p < 1). Then X is a linear quotient of Lp[0; 1].
Proof: Recall that `p is uniformly convex when 1 < p < 1, hence we can apply
10
Theorem 2.2.6 to get that X is a linear quotient of an ultrapower of `p. But such an
ultrapower is isometric to Lp() for some measure  [H]. Since X is separable, X is
then a linear quotient of Lp[0; 1]. 
To summarize what we have learned so far, some problems in the classication
of uniform quotients of a Banach space can be transformed into linear problems.
Since the linear classication of Banach spaces has been very extensively studied,
this technique then enables us to use the wealth that the linear theory gives us. Some
results that are of importance to us will be presented in the following section.
2.3 Results from the linear theory
The following is a result of Johnson and Odell [JoO]:
Theorem 2.3.1 (Subspaces of L
q
that embed into `
q
). Let 2 < q < 1, and let
X be isomorphic to a subspace of Lq. If `2 is not isomorphic to a subspace of X, then
X embeds into `q.
Another result that we will use is the Maurey Extension Theorem [M]:
Theorem 2.3.2 (Maurey Extension Theorem). Let X be a Banach space with
type 2, and let Y be a subspace of X. Let H be a Hilbert space. Then for every bounded
linear operator T : Y ! H, there exists an operator S : X ! H which extends T
and which satises kSk  CkTk, where C is the type-2 constant of X. In particular,
every subspace of X which is isomorphic to a Hilbert space is complemented (i.e. is
the range of a bounded linear projection).
The last result that we will use in this chapter is the following theorem of
Johnson and Zippin [JoZ]:
11
Theorem 2.3.3. If Y is a linear quotient of `p, then Y embeds into an `p-sum of
nite-dimensional spaces.
2.4 Approximate metric midpoints
In this section, we are going to present an aspect of the geometry of Banach
spaces considered as metric spaces.
Denition 2.4.1. Given two points x and y in a Banach space X, and given   0,
we dene the metric midpoint of x and y with error  by
Mid(x; y; ) =

z 2 X; max(kx− zk; ky − zk)  (1 + )
∥∥∥∥x− y2
∥∥∥∥ :
The following proposition gives a way to quantify the \sizes" of approximate
midpoints in `p-type spaces ([BeL, Proposition 10.10]):
Proposition 2.4.2. Let 1  p < 1, and let X = (Pk Fk)p be an `p-sum of the nite
dimensional spaces (Fk)k. Then for every x 2 X and every 0 <  < 1,
1. there is a nite-dimensional subspace F of X such that
Mid(x;−x; )  F + 2(p) 1pkxkBX ;
2. there is a nite-codimensional subspace Y of X such that
Y \  1pkxkBX  Mid(x;−x; ):
Proof: Let 0 <  < 1, let x 2 X, and let  > 0. We can uniquely write x =
1X
n=1
xn,
with xn 2 Fn for every n and kxkp =
1X
n=1
kxnkp.
Let N be such that
NX
n=1
kxnkp  (1 − )kxkp, and hence
X
n>N
kxnkp  kxkp.
Set F = spanfFn; n = 1;    ; Ng and Y = spanfFn; n > Ng. And for every y 2 X,
write y uniquely as y = yF + yY with yF 2 F and yY 2 Y .
12
1. Let y = yF +yY 2 Mid(x;−x; ). By virtue of the triangle inequality, we cannot
both have kxF + yFk < kxFk and kxF − yFk < kxFk. So let us assume witout
loss of generality that kxF + yFk  kxFk.
Since kx + yk  (1 + )kxk, we get:
(1 + )pkxkp  kx + ykp
= kxF + yFkp + kxY + yY kp
 kxFkp + kxY + yY kp
 (1− )kxkp + kxY + yY kp:
This implies that
kxY + yY k  ((1 + )p − (1− ))
1
p kxk
and hence
kyY k 

((1 + )p − (1− )) 1p +  1p

kxk:
Now, since 0 <  < 1, we have that (1 + )p  1 + 2p−1p, and hence we have

((1 + )p − (1− )) 1p +  1p

 (2p−1p +  1p +  1p ;
and this is smaller than 2(p)
1
p if  is chosen to be small enough.
2. Let y 2 Y where Y is the nite-codimensional subspace described above. As-
sume kyk   1pkxk. We have:
kxF  ykp = kxFkp + kykp
 kxFkp + kxkp:
Let us consider rst the case p = 1. From the above we have
kxF  yk  kxFk+ kxk;
13
and hence by triangle inequality,
kx yk  kxFk+ kxk+ kxY k = (1 + )kxk:
For the case p > 1, let us use the trivial upper bound that kxFk  kxk to get
kxF  ykp  (1 + )kxkp
kxF  yk  (1 + )
1
pkxk:
So
kx yk  (1 + ) 1p kxk+ kxY k


(1 + )
1
p + 
1
p

kxk:
When  is small enough, we have

(1 + )
1
p + 
1
p

 (1 + ). 
The idea of \comparing the sizes" of approximate midpoints in the study of the
uniform classication of Banach spaces is due to Enflo (as is mentioned in [BeL, page
254]) when he proved that L1 and `1 are not uniformly homeomorphic. The main
ingredient in being able to do this comparison is expressed in the following lemma
(see [BeL, Lemma 10.11]).
Lemma 2.4.3 (Stretching Lemma). Let X and Y be Banach spaces and let f :
X ! Y be uniformly continuous. Call Kd the Lipschitz constant of f for distances
larger than d, i.e. kf(x)−f(y)k  Kdkx−yk for every x; y 2 X such that kx−yk  d.
Dene K1 = limd!1 Kd. Assume K1 > 0. Then for every 0 <  < 1=2 and for
every D > 0 there are points x; y 2 X with kx− yk  D such that
f(Mid(x; y; ))  Mid(f(x); f(y); 5):
14
Proof: Let  2 (0; 1=2), and let d > 0 be large enough so that
K d
4
Kd
 1+. Let x; y 2
X with kx−yk  d be such that kf(x)−f(y)k  Kd
1 + 
kx−yk, and let z 2 Mid(x; y; ).
Then by the triangle inequality we have that kx−zk  (1−)kx − yk
2
 d
4
and hence:
kf(x)− f(z)k  K d
4
kx− zk
 K d
4
(1 + )
kx− yk
2

K d
4
Kd
(1 + )2
kf(x)− f(y)k
2
 (1 + )3kf(x)− f(y)k
2
 (1 + 5)kf(x)− f(y)k
2
:

The previous lemma says that pairs of points that \stretch" the function f ,
i.e. at which f almost attains its Lipschitz constant, are such that their approxi-
mate midpoints are sent into approximate midpoints of their images, and hence by
comparing the sizes of approximate midpoints we get the following result [JoLS]:
Proposition 2.4.4. Let 1  p < r < +1. Suppose that X is an `r-sum of the
nite-dimensional spaces (En)n, and Y is an `p-sum of the nite-dimensional spaces
(Fn)n. Then it is impossible that there be a uniform embedding of X into Y whose
inverse is colipschitz for large distances.
Proof: Say j : X ! Y is a uniform embedding. Then we can nd positive constants
K and L such that whenever kx− yk  1 we have:
Lkx− yk  kj(x)− j(y)k  Kkx− yk
Fix 0 <  < 1=2 and choose d such that 1=rd > 2. By the Stretching Lemma
(Lemma 2.4.3), and via possible translations, we can nd a point x 2 X with kxk  d
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for which
j(Mid(x;−x; ))  Mid(j(x);−j(x); 5):
By the second part of Proposition 2.4.2 for X we can nd an innite sequence
(yk)k  Mid(x;−x; ) such that kyk − ylk  1
2
1=rkxk. Thus kyk − ylk  1 by
the choice of d, and kj(yk) − j(yl)k  Lkyk − ylk  L
2
1=rkxk. The rst part of
Proposition 2.4.2 for Y , and the nite-dimensionality of F give that there are k 6= l
with kj(yk)− j(yl)k  5(5p)1=pkj(x)k  5(5p)1=pKkxk.
Thus 5(5p)1=pK  L
2
1=r, which is impossible when  is small enough because
p < r. 
We now come to the main result of this chapter.
2.5 Main result
Theorem 2.5.1. Let 1 < p < 2, and let Y be a linear quotient of `p and u : Y ! X
be a uniform homeomorphism. Then X is also a linear quotient of `p.
Proof: By the result of [BJLPS] stated in Corollary 2.2.7, we know that X is a
linear quotient of Lp, and so in particular it is reflexive. By dualizing the result in
Theorem 2.3.1, we only need to show that `2 is not a linear quotient of X. By way of
contradiction, let us assume that is the case, and let Q : X ! `2 be a linear quotient
map.
By taking adjoints, we get that `2 embeds into X
 which then embeds into
Lp where
1
p
+
1
p
= 1 (so in particular p > 2). We can use Maurey’s Extension
Theorem (Theorem 2.3.2) to get that `2 is complemented in X
 by a projection say
P : X ! `2. By taking the adjoint of P again, we get that `2 embeds into X.
On the other hand, Y is a linear quotient of `p, so by Theorem 2.3.3 Y embeds
linearly into an `p-sum of nite-dimensional spaces, say by an embedding I : Y !
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(
P
k Fk)p. So I  u−1  P  is a uniform embedding of `2 into (
P
k Fk)p which is
co-Lipschitz for large distances, and we know from Proposition 2.4.4 that this is
impossible since p < 2. 
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CHAPTER III
BANACH SPACES CONTAINING A LIPSCHITZ COPY OF c0
In this chapter, we are going to generalize the method we used in previous
chapter via the use of two moduli introduced by Milman in 1971 [Mi]. These moduli
were later investigated by Johnson, Lindenstrauss, Preiss and Schechtman in [JoLPS]
and they called them moduli of asymptotic uniform convexity and of asymptotic
uniform smoothness. We will recall the denitions and properties of these moduli
in the rst half of the chapter. In the second half, we will tie them to the method
presented in the previous chapter. Throughout, we will restrict our attention to real
Banach spaces.
3.1 Modulus of asymptotic uniform convexity
Denition 3.1.1. Let X be a Banach space. The modulus of asymptotic uniform
convexity of X is the map X dened on the interval [0; 1] by
X(t) = inf
x2SX
sup
Y 2cof(X)
inf
y2Y
kykt
kx + yk − 1;
where SX is the unit sphere of X and cof(X) is the family of all nite codimensional
subspaces of X.
The Banach space X is called asymptotically uniformly convex if X(t) > 0
for all 0 < t  1.
This notion generalizes that of uniform convexity as is pointed out by the next
Proposition [JoLPS]:
Proposition 3.1.2. If X is uniformly convex, then X is asymptotically uniformly
convex.
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Proof: Let 0 < t  1 and x  > 0. Denote by X the modulus of uniform convexity
of X, i.e.
X(t) = inf
x;y2BXkx−ykt
1−
∥∥∥∥x + y2
∥∥∥∥ :
Since X is uniformly convex, we have X(t) > 0.
Let x 2 SX , let x be a norming functional for x, i.e. x 2 SX and x(x) = kxk.
Denote Y = ker(x), and denote
X(x; Y; t) = inf
y2Y
kykt
kx + yk − 1:
It suces to show that X(t)  X(x; Y; t) + :
First of all, let us notice that
X(x; Y; t) = inf
y2Y
kyk=t
kx + yk − 1:
In fact, if we x y 2 SY and denote '(t) = kx + tyk − 1, then since Y = ker(x) we
see that '(t)  x(x + ty) − 1 = 0, i.e. ' attains its minimum at t = 0. Since '
is a convex function and '(t) ! 1 as t ! 1, we notice that ' is a nondecreasing
function.
Now, let y0 2 Y be such that ky0k = t and 1 + X(x; Y; t) +  > kx + y0k. Call
a =
x + y0
kx + y0k and b = a− y0. Then ka− bk = t, kak = 1, and
b =
1
kx + y0k x +

1− 1kx + y0k

(−y0) is a convex combination of two elements of
BX , so kbk  1. So we have:
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X(t)  1− ka + bk
2
 1− x

a + b
2

 1− 1kx + y0k
 1− 1
1 + X(x; Y; t) + 
 X(x; Y; t) + :

So uniformly convex spaces are asymptotically uniformly convex. Notice how-
ever that the notion of asymptotic uniform convexity is a strict generalization of that
of uniform convexity as we shall see next.
Proposition 3.1.3 (Modulus of AUC of `1). For every t 2 [0; 1], `1(t) = t:
Proof: As in the previous proof, notice that we have for any Banach space X
X(t) = inf
x2SX
sup
Y 2cof(X)
inf
y2Y
kyk=t
kx + yk − 1;
and hence by the triangle inequality we always have X(t)  t:
Conversely, let x = (xn)n 2 `1 with kxk =
1X
n=1
jxnj = 1. Fix  > 0 and let N
be such that
NX
n=1
jxnj > 1 − . Denote by Y0 the nite codimensional subspace of `1
consisting of those vectors supported only on fn 2 N; n > Ng, and let y 2 Y0 with
kyk  t. We have:
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kx + yk =
NX
n=1
jxnj+
1X
n=N+1
jxn + ynj
 1−  +
1X
n=N+1
(jynj − jxnj)
 1− 2 + kyk
 1− 2 + t:
Hence we have inf
y2Y0kykt
kx + yk − 1  t− 2.
Taking supremum over all nite codimensional subspaces, and then inmum
over all unit vectors, we then get `1(t)  t − 2: Since  is arbitrary, we have the
result. 
As we can see, `1 is a nonreflexive Banach space which is asymptotically uni-
formly convex. Moreover, since for any Banach space X we have X(t)  t, we see
that `1 attains the best modulus of asymptotic uniform convexity. So we can think
of `1 as the most asymptotically uniformly convex space.
3.2 Modulus of asymptotic uniform smoothness
Denition 3.2.1. The modulus of asymptotic uniform smoothness of a Banach space
X is the map X dened on the interval [0; 1] by
X(t) = sup
x2SX
inf
Y 2cof(X)
sup
y2Y
kykt
kx + yk − 1;
where again SX is the unit sphere of X and cof(X) is the family of all nite codimen-
sional subspaces of X.
The Banach space X is called asymptotically uniformly smooth if
X(t)
t
! 0
as t ! 0.
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Proposition 3.2.2. If X is uniformly smooth, then X is asymptotically uniformly
smooth.
Proof: Recall that the modulus of uniform smoothness X of X is
X(t) = sup
kxk=1
kykt
kx + yk+ kx− yk
2
− 1;
and that
X(t)
t
! 0 as t ! 0 since X is uniformly smooth.
Let x 2 SX , let x 2 SX be a norming functional for x and set Y0 = ker(x).
For each y 2 Y0 with kyk  t we have
1
2
(kx + yk − 1) = kx + yk+ 1
2
− 1
 kx + yk+ kx− yk
2
− 1
 X(t)
because kx− yk  x(x− y) = 1.
Hence by taking supremum over all y 2 Y0 with kyk  t, and then inmum
over all nite codimensional subspaces, and then supremum over all x 2 SX , we get
1
2
X(t)  X(t):
On the other hand, for every y 2 Y0 we have kx + yk − 1  x(x + y)− 1 = 0,
so for any nite codimensional subspace Y of X we have
sup
y2Y\Y0kykt
kx + yk − 1  0:
Hence we also have
sup
y2Y
kykt
kx + yk − 1  0;
and thus X(t)  0. 
Proposition 3.2.3 (Modulus of AUS of c0). The Banach space c0 is asymptoti-
cally uniformly flat, namely c0(1) = 0.
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Proof: From the previous proof, we always have for any Banach space X that X(t) 
0 for any t 2 [0; 1].
Conversely, let x = (xn)n 2 c0 with kxk = supfjxnj; n  1g = 1. Fix 0 <
 < 1, and let N > 1 be such that jxnj <  for all n > N . Hence in particular
maxfjxnj; 1  n  Ng = 1. Call Y0 the nite codimensional subspace of c0 consisting
of those vectors supported on fn 2 N; n > Ng, and let y 2 Y0 be such that kyk  1.
We have:
kx + yk = sup
n
jxn + ynj
= maxfsup
nN
jxnj; sup
n>N
jxn + ynjg
 maxf1; sup
n>N
(jxnj+ jynj)g
 maxf1; sup
n>N
jxnj+ sup
n>N
jynjg
 maxf1; 1 + g
 1 + :
Taking supremum, inmum, supremum as is now customary, we get that
c0(1)  . 
3.3 Properties of the asymptotic moduli
The following are properties of the moduli X and X that come directly from
their denitions [JoLPS]:
Proposition 3.3.1. For a Banach space X,
1. X and X are nondecreasing.
2. for each t 2 [0; 1], 0  X(t)  X(t)  t.
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3. if Y is an innite-dimensional subspace of X, then X  Y and Y  X.
Proof:
1. Directly from the denitions.
2. We have practically seen in the previous proofs that X(t)  0 and X(t)  t.
For the middle inequality, let x 2 SX and denote
X;x(t) = sup
Y 2cof(x)
inf
y2Y
kykt
kx + yk − 1;
X;x(t) = inf
Y 2cof(x)
sup
y2Y
kykt
kx + yk − 1:
Let  > 0, and let Y0 and Y1 be nite codimensional subspaces such that
inf
y2Y0kykt
kx + yk − 1 > X;x(t)− ;
sup
y2Y1kykt
kx + yk − 1 < X;x(t) + :
Then Y0 \ Y1 is also a nite codimensional subspace of X and
inf
y2Y0\Y1kyk=t
kx + yk − 1  sup
y2Y0\Y1kyk=t
kx + yk − 1:
In this last inequality, we have
RHS  sup
y2Y0\Y1
kykt
kx + yk − 1
 sup
y2Y1kykt
kx + yk − 1
< X;x(t) + ;
and similarly
LHS > X;x(t)− :
Hence we always have X;x(t)  X;x(t) and the result follows immediately from
here.
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3. For a subspace Y of X, we have fZ \ Y; Z 2 cof(X)g  cof(Y ). Hence:
Y (t) = inf
y2SY
sup
W2cof(Y )
inf
w2W
kwkt
ky + wk − 1
 inf
y2SY
sup
Z2cof(X)
inf
z2Z\Y
kzkt
ky + zk − 1
 inf
y2SY
sup
Z2cof(X)
inf
z2Z
kzkt
ky + zk − 1
 inf
x2SX
sup
Z2cof(X)
inf
z2Z
kzkt
kx + zk − 1
= X(t):
In a similar manner we also get Y (t)  X(t). 
Remark 3.3.2. From the previous Proposition we see that if Y is a subspace of X,
then we have Y (t)  X(t). The purpose of this chapter is to show that we still have
such an inequality up to some constant if X is just assumed to contain a Lipschitz
copy of Y .
3.4 Asymptotic moduli and approximate midpoints
In this section, we will relate the sizes of the approximate metric midpoints of
points in the Banach space X with the moduli of asymptotic uniform convexity and
smoothness of X.
Proposition 3.4.1 (Modulus of AUS and approximate midpoints). Let X be
a Banach space. Let t 2 [0; 1], let  > 0 and let x 2 X. Then one can nd a nite
codimensional subspace Y of X such that
tkxkBY  Mid(x;−x; X(t) + ):
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Proof: Without loss of generality, we can assume that kxk = 1. Since  > 0, we
have:
sup
u2SX
inf
Y 2cof(X)
sup
y2Y
kykt
ku + yk < 1 + X(t) + ;
so in particular,
inf
Y 2cof(X)
sup
y2Y
kykt
kx + yk < 1 + X(t) + :
Hence we can nd a nite codimensional subspace Y0 of X such that
sup
y2Y0kykt
kx + yk < 1 + X(t) + ;
or in other words we have for every y 2 tBY0
kx + yk < 1 + X(t) + :
By the symmetry of the ball BY0, we also then have
kx− yk < 1 + X(t) + :
This means that
tBY0  Mid(x;−x; X(t) + ):

Proposition 3.4.2 (Modulus of AUC and approximate midpoints). Let X
be a real Banach space that is asymptotically uniformly convex. Let t 2 (0; 1], let
0 <  < X(t) and let x 2 X. Then one can nd a compact subset K of X such that
Mid(x;−x; X(t)− )  K + 3tkxkBX :
Proof: Again without loss of generality, we may assume that kxk = 1. Since  > 0,
we have:
inf
u2SX
sup
Y 2cof(X)
inf
y2Y
kykt
ku + yk > 1 + X(t)− ;
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so in particular,
sup
Y 2cof(X)
inf
y2Y
kykt
kx + yk > 1 + X(t)− :
Hence we can nd a nite codimensional subspace Y0 of X such that
inf
y2Y0kykt
kx + yk > 1 + X(t)− ;
or in other words we have for every y 2 Y0 with kyk  t,
kx + yk > 1 + X(t)− :
Since −y 2 Y0 and k − yk  t, we also then have
kx− yk > 1 + X(t)− :
By contraposition, this means that if y 2 Y0 and at least one of kx+yk and kx−yk is
less than or equal to 1+ X(t)− , then kyk < t. We then have the weaker statement:
Y0 \Mid(x;−x; X(t)− )  tBX :
Denote C = Mid(x;−x; X(t) − ). Then since  < X(t), we notice that C
is a convex closed symmetric bounded subset of X that contains a neighborhood of
0. So since we are working in a real Banach space, the Minkowski functional C of
C denes an equivalent norm on X whose unit ball is C. In particular, (X; C) is a
Banach space. We have an easy lemma (see e.g. [JoLPS]):
Lemma 3.4.3. Let X be a Banach space, and let Y be a nite codimensional subspace
of X. Then one can nd a compact subset K of X such that
BX  K + 3BY :
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Proof: Denote by Q : X ! X=Y the canonical quotient map, and let  = 1
4
. We
have
2 + 
1−  = 3. Since X=Y is nite dimensional, we can nd an -net (ei)i=1; ;n of
BX=Y . We can choose keik < 1 for each i 2 f1;    ; ng, and so can choose points
xi 2 BX such that Q(xi) = ei. Set E = spanfxi; i = 1;    ; ng.
Let x 2 BX , and pick i0 2 f1;    ; ng such that kQ(x) − ei0k < , i.e. d(x −
xi0 ; Y ) < . Pick y 2 Y such that kx−xi0−yk < . Then kyk  +kx−xi0k  2+ .
As a result, we have written x as an element of BE + (2 + )BY + BX .
Now we have
BX  BE + (2 + )BY + BX ;
so by induction we get for every k  1
BX  (1 +  +   + k)(BE + (2 + )BY ) + k+1BX ;
i.e. for every k  1
BX 

1
1− 

(BE + (2 + )BY ) + 
k+1BX :
Write x 2 BX as x = sk + rk with sk 2

1
1− 

(BE + (2 + )BY ) and rk 2 k+1BX .
So rk ! 0 and hence sk ! x. Since BE is compact,

1
1− 

(BE + (2 + )BY ) is
closed and so x 2

1
1− 

(BE + (2 + )BY ).
Set K =

1
1− 

BE and we have our result BX  K + 3BY . 
Continuation of the proof of 3.4.2: Applying Lemma 3.4.3 to the Banach space
(X; C) and the nite codimensional subspace Y0, we can nd a compact subset K of
X such that
BX;C  K + 3BY0;C :
But BX;C = C and BY0;C = Y0 \ C. And since
Y0 \ C = Y0 \Mid(x;−x; X(t)− )  tBX ;
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we get that
Mid(x;−x; X(t)− )  K + 3tBX :

3.5 Main result
Theorem 3.5.1. Let X and Y be real Banach spaces, and let f : X ! Y be a uniform
embedding which is co-Lipschitz for large distances. Assume that Y is asymptotically
uniformly convex. Then there exists a constant C  1 such that for each t 2 (0; 1=C]
we have:
Y (t)  10X(Ct):
Proof: Let L be such that we have for all x; x0 2 X with kx− x0k  1:
1
L
kx− x0k  kf(x)− f(x0)k  Lkx− x0k:
Let t 2 (0; 1], and notice that 0 < Y (t)
10
<
1
2
. Use the Stretching Lemma
(Lemma 2.4.3) to nd points x and x0 in X with kx− x0k as large as we please such
that
f

Mid

x; x0;
Y (t)
10

 Mid

f(x); f(x0);
Y (t)
2

:
Via possible translations, we can assume without loss of generality that x0 = −x and
f(x0) = −f(x).
Use  =
Y (t)
2
in Proposition 3.4.2 to produce a compact subset K of Y such
that
Mid

f(x); f(x0);
Y (t)
2

 K + 3tkf(x)kBY ;
i.e.
Mid

f(x); f(x0);
Y (t)
2

 K + 3tLkxkBY :
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Now, assume that we can nd an  > 0 such that
X(28L
2t) +  <
Y (t)
10
:
Then
Mid
(
x;−x; X(28L2t) + 
  Midx;−x; Y (t)
10

;
and using Proposition 3.4.1 we can then nd a nite codimensional subspace X0 of
X such that
f(28tL2kxkBX0)  K + 3tLkxkBY :
Now, since X0 is innite dimensional, we can nd an innite sequence (xn)n
in 28tL2kxkBX0 such that kxn − xmk > 14tL2kxk for every n 6= m. Since kxk was
chosen to be large enough, we can use the co-Lipschitz condition on f for distances
larger than 1 to get for every n 6= m
kf(xn)− f(xm)k > 14tLkxk:
Write f(xn) as f(xn) = kn + yn where kn 2 K and kynk  3tLkxk. Then since K
is compact, we can assume (by possibly passing to a further subsequence) that for
every n 6= m
kkn − kmk < 7tLkxk:
Hence
6tLkxk  kynk+ kymk
 kyn − ymk
 kf(xn)− f(xm)k − kkn − kmk
 14tLkxk − 7tLkxk:
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This is a contradiction, and hence we must have
Y (t)
10
 X(28L2t):
So we can take C = 28L2 and this nishes the proof. 
Corollary 3.5.2. Assume that c0 Lipschitz embeds into a real Banach space Y . Then
Y cannot be asymptotically uniformly convex under any renorming.
Remark 3.5.3. A separable Banach space Y is called a Lipschitz universal space for
separable metric spaces if every separable metric space admits a Lipschitz embedding
into Y . It is well known that the Banach space C[0; 1] is a linear and therefore
Lipschitz universal space. It was proved by Aharoni [A] that c0 is Lipschitz universal
for separable metric spaces. As a result, when we study a Banach space Y that
is Lipschitz universal for separable metric spaces, it is enough to assume that c0
Lipschitz embeds into Y .
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CHAPTER IV
COARSE EMBEDDING INTO A HILBERT SPACE
In these last two chapters, we are going to concentrate on nonlinear maps that
give a control on the distances when the distances are large. These maps are called
coarse embeddings. The formal denition is given below (see [Gr1, 7.G]):
4.1 Coarse embeddings
Denition 4.1.1. A (not necessarily continuous) map f between two metric spaces
(X; d) and (Y; ) is called a coarse embedding if there exist two non-decreasing func-
tions '1 : [0;1) ! [0;1) and '2 : [0;1) ! [0;1) such that
1. '1(d(x; y))  (f(x); f(y))  '2(d(x; y))
2. '1(t) !1 as t !1.
We will be interested mainly in coarse embeddings of Banach spaces into a
Hilbert space. One of the main ingredients we need for this study is Schoenberg’s
classical work on positive denite functions [S]. We will recall the denitions and the
results of most importance to our study in the next section. This overview can also
be seen in [BeL, page 185] with slightly dierent proofs. Again, all Banach spaces
and Hilbert spaces considered in this chapter are real.
4.2 Negative denite kernels and related notions
Throughout this section, X will be an additive group, e.g. a Banach space.
Denition 4.2.1. A map K : X X ! R is called a positive denite kernel on X if
8 x; y 2 X; K(x; y) = K(y; x);
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and
8 c1; c2;    ; cn 2 R; 8 x1; x2;    ; xn 2 X;
nX
i;j=1
cicjK(xi; xj)  0:
A map f : X ! R is called a positive denite function on X if the map
(x; y) 7! f(x− y) is a positive denite kernel.
A positive denite kernel K is called normalized if K(x; x) = 1 for each x 2 X.
Similarly, a positive denite function f is normalized if f(0) = 1.
Denition 4.2.2. A map N : XX ! R is called a negative denite kernel on X if
8 x; y 2 X; N(x; y) = N(y; x);
and
8x1; x2;    ; xn 2 X; 8 c1; c2;    ; cn 2 R;
nX
i=1
ci = 0 )
nX
i;j=1
cicjN(xi; xj)  0:
A map g : X ! R is called a negative denite function on X if the map
(x; y) 7! g(x− y) is a negative denite kernel.
A negative denite kernel N is called normalized if N(x; x) = 0 for each x 2 X,
and a negative denite function g is normalized if g(0) = 0.
Examples 4.2.3. Some examples of negative and positive denite kernels are the
following:
 The constant kernel (x; y) 7! 1 is both a positive and a negative denite kernel.
 Let H be a Hilbert space. Let K and N be the kernels dened on H by
(x; y) 7! K(x; y) = hx; yi and (x; y) 7! N(x; y) = kx − yk2. Then K is a
positive denite kernel, and N is a negative denite kernel. In fact:
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1. Let c1; c2;    cn 2 R. We have:
nX
i;j=1
cicjK(xi; xj) =
nX
i;j=1
cicj hxi; xji
=
*
nX
i=1
cixi;
nX
j=1
cjxj
+
=
∥∥∥∥∥
nX
i=1
cixi
∥∥∥∥∥
2
 0:
2. Now assume
nX
i=1
ci = 0. We have:
nX
i;j=1
cicjN(xi; xj) =
nX
i;j=1
cicjkxi − xjk2
=
nX
i;j=1
cicj
(kxik2 + kxjk2 − 2 hxi; xji
=
 
nX
i=1
cikxik2
! 
nX
j=1
cj
!
+
 
nX
j=1
cjkxjk2
! 
nX
i=1
ci
!
− 2
nX
i;j=1
cicj hxi; xji
= 0 + 0− 2
nX
i;j=1
cicjK(xi; xj)
 0:
One of the most important of Schoenberg’s results that we will use here is the
one showing that there are no other examples. More precisely, we have the following
theorem.
Theorem 4.2.4 (Schoenberg’s Theorem).
1. K is a positive denite kernel on X if and only if there exists a Hilbert space
H and a map T : X ! H such that K(x; y) = hT (x); T (y)i for every x; y 2 X.
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2. N is a normalized negative denite kernel on X if and only if there exists a
Hilbert space H and a map T : X ! H such that N(x; y) = kT (x)− T (y)k2 for
every x; y 2 X.
Proof:
1. Let VK be the linear vector space of all nitely supported real-valued maps on
X, and dene on VK
hf; gi =
X
x;y2X
f(x)g(y)K(x; y):
Then h; i is an inner product on the quotient VK=NK where NK = ff 2
VK ; hf; fi = 0g. Let HK be the completion of VK=NK , then HK is a Hilbert
space.
Dene TK : X ! HK by TK(x) being the equivalence class of the map x where
x(y) = 1 if x = y and x(y) = 0 if x 6= y. We have:
K(x; y) =
X
u;v2X
x(u)y(v)K(u; v)
= hx; yi
= hTK(x); TK(y)i:
2. Now let VN be the linear vector space of all nitely supported real-valued maps
f on X that satisfy
X
x2X
f(x) = 0, and dene on VN
hf; gi = −1
2
X
x;y2X
f(x)g(y)N(x; y):
Then h; i is a semi-inner product. Let NN = ff 2 VN ; hf; fi = 0g, and let HN
be the completion of VN=NN . Then HN is a Hilbert space.
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Dene TN : X ! HN by TN(x) being the equivalence class of the map x where
x is dened as above. We have for every x and y:
hx; yi = −1
2
X
u;v
x(u)y(v)N(u; v)
=
1
2
N(x; y):
So kxk2 = kyk2 = 0 since N is normalized, and hence
kTN (x)− TN(y)k2 = kx − yk2 = −2hx; yi = N(x; y):

The relationship between negative and positive denite kernels is expressed in
the following lemma:
Lemma 4.2.5 (Schoenberg’s Lemma). The kernel N is negative denite if and
only if the kernel e−tN is positive denite for every t > 0.
Proof: Assume that e−tN is positive denite for every t > 0. Then −e−tN is negative
denite. Since the constant kernel (x; y) 7! 1 is negative denite, we also have that
1− e−tN
t
is negative denite. Since we have
N = lim
t!0
1− e−tN
t
;
we get that N is a negative denite kernel.
For the converse, we can assume without loss of generality that t =
1
2
, i.e
we want to show that if N is negative denite then e−
N
2 is positive denite. By
Schoenberg’s Theorem, write N(x; y) = kT (x)− T (y)k2 where T is a map from X to
some Hilbert space H . So
N(x; y) = kT (x)k2 + kT (y)k2 − 2hT (x); T (y)i:
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Let x1; x2;    ; xn 2 X and let c1; c2;    ; cn 2 R. We have for every i; j 2
f1;    ; ng:
cicje
− 1
2
N(xi;xj) = cie
− 1
2
kT (xi)k2 cje−
1
2
kT (xj)k2 ehT (xi);T (xj)i:
So by setting for every i, c0i = cie
− 1
2
kT (xi)k2 , it suces to prove that the kernel (x; y) 7!
ehT (x);T (y)i is positive denite. Writing this in power series, it then suces to prove
that (x; y) 7! hT (x); T (y)ik is positive denite for every k  0. This we prove by
induction.
Assume that for k  2, the kernel (x; y) 7! hT (x); T (y)ik−1 is posistive def-
inite. Let x1; x2;    ; xn 2 X and let c1; c2;    ; cn 2 R. Since the kernel (x; y) 7!
hT (x); T (y)i is positive denite, the matrix (hT (xi); T (xj)i)i;j=1; ;n is a positive def-
inite matrix. Hence we can nd a matrix (aij)i;j such that for each i and j, we
have:
hT (xi); T (xj)i =
nX
l=1
ailajl;
and
nX
i;j=1
cicjhT (xi); T (xj)ik =
nX
l=1
nX
i;j=1
ciail cjajl hT (xi); T (xj)ik−1:
And this is nonnegative because the inner sum is always nonnegative from the induc-
tion hypothesis. 
One last property that we will use is the following:
Proposition 4.2.6. Let N be a negative denite kernel on X satisfying N(x; y)  0
for every x; y 2 X. Then for every 0 <  < 1, the kernel N is also negative denite.
Proof: To see this we use the classical identity
x = c
Z 1
0
1− e−tx
t+1
dt;
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where c is the constant
c =
Z 1
0
1− e−u
u+1
dt
−1
:
(Make the change of variable u = tx.)
So then
N = c
Z 1
0
1− e−tN
t+1
dt;
and the integrand is negative denite by applying Schoenberg’s Lemma to N . Hence
N is also negative denite. 
4.3 Extensions
In this section, we present another ingredient of importance to our study in
this chapter, and that is the problem of extension. We have a metric space X and we
have a map f : S ! Y dened on a subset S of X into some metric space Y . This
map f is assumed to be Lipschitz or -Ho¨lder for some , and the question is to study
the structure of X and/or Y under which such a map can always be extended to the
whole space X, the extension being also Lipschitz or -Ho¨lder respectively (with the
same ).
Such problems have been widely studied, one of the latest results being that
of Naor, Peres, Schramm, Sheeld [NPSS] about extending Lipschitz maps from a
subset of `p (p > 2) to a Hilbert space. The result that we will use in this chapter is
the following [WW, last statement of Theorem 19.1]:
Theorem 4.3.1. Let X be a metric space, and let 0 <   1
2
. Let f : S ! H be an
-Ho¨lder map from a subset S of X to a Hilbert space H, i.e. there exists a constant
C such that for every x; y 2 S one has:
kf(x)− f(y)k  Cd(x; y):
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Then one can nd a map ef : X ! Y such that ef extends f and satisfying for every
x; y 2 X:
k ef(x)− ef(y)k  Cd(x; y):
4.4 Positive denite functions on `
p
, p > 2
Denition 4.4.1. Let X be a Banach space with a normalized Schauder basis (en)n.
Assume that (en)n is 1-symmetric, i.e. for any choice of signs (n)n 2 f−1; +1g and
any choice of permutation  : N ! N,
k
X
n
nane(n)kX = k
X
n
anenkX :
A function g : X ! R is called symmetric if it satises for any choice of signs
(n)n 2 f−1; +1g and any choice of permutation  : N ! N the equality:
g
 X
n
nane(n)
!
= g
 X
n
anen
!
:
Aharoni, Maurey and Mityagin proved the following theorem [AMM] which
characterizes the symmetric continuous positive denite functions on a Banach space
X with a symmetric basis behaving like that of `p, p > 2.
Theorem 4.4.2. Let X be a Banach space with a symmetric basis (ei)i1. Assume
that
lim inf
n!1
ke1 + e2 +   + enkp
n
= 0:
Then every symmetric continuous positive denite function on X is constant.
4.5 Main result
The following is our main result:
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Theorem 4.5.1. Suppose that a Banach space X has a normalized symmetric basis
(en)n and that lim inf
n!1
n−
1
2k
nX
i=1
eik = 0. Then X does not coarsely embed into a Hilbert
space.
We present the proof in ve steps.
Step 4.5.2 (Reducing to the -Ho¨lder case). Let f : X ! H be a coarse em-
bedding satisfying
1. '1(kx− yk)  kf(x)− f(y)k  '2(kx− yk)
2. '1(t) !1 as t !1.
Our rst claim is that we do not lose generality by assuming that '2(t) = t

with 0 <   1
2
.
To prove this claim, note rst that (x; y) 7! kf(x) − f(y)k2 is a negative
denite kernel on X. This follows from Schoenberg’s Theorem (Theorem 4.2.4). So
by Proposition 4.2.6, for any 0 <  < 1, N(x; y) = kf(x)− f(y)k2 is also negative
denite kernel which is normalized.
As a result, Schoenberg’s Theorem again allows us to nd a Hilbert space H
and a function f : X ! H such that N(x; y) = kf(x)− f(y)k2.
On the other hand, since X, being a normed space, is (metrically) convex, the
original function f : X ! H is Lipschitz for large distances (same proof as 2.1.2).
Consequently, without loss of generality, we can assume by rescaling that we have the
following for kx− yk  1:
kf(x)− f(y)k
H
 kx− yk
and
('1(kx− yk))  kf(x)− f(y)kH  kx− yk:
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Now, let S be a 1-net in X (i.e. S is a maximal 1-separated subset of X).
The restriction of f to S is -Ho¨lder, so if 0 <   1
2
, then we can extend f to an
-Ho¨lder map ef dened on the whole of X by applying Theorem 4.3.1:
ef : X ! H
8x 2 S; ef(x) = f(x)
and
8 x; y 2 X; kf(x)− f(y)kH  kx− yk:
Now, write e'1(t) = inffk ef(x) − ef(y)k; kx − yk  tg, and let us make sure
that e'1(t) ! 1 as t ! 1. To this end, let x; y 2 X and nd xS; yS 2 S such that
kx− xSk < 1 and ky − ySk < 1. We have:
k ef(x)− ef(y)k  k ef(xS)− ef(yS)k − k ef(x)− ef(xS)k − k ef(y)− ef(yS)k
= kf(xS)− f(yS)k − k ef(x)− ef(xS)k − k ef(y)− ef(yS)k
 ('1(kxS − ySk)) − kx− xSk − ky − ySk
 ('1(kxS − ySk)) − 2
!1 as kx− yk ! 1:
This nishes the proof of our reduction to the case where f is -Ho¨lder and
thus uniformly continuous. So from now on we will assume that our coarse embedding
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is a map f : X ! H satisfying the following for all x; y 2 X:
'1(kx− yk)  kf(x)− f(y)k  kx− yk
where '1(t) !1 as t !1.
Step 4.5.3 (Controlling the growth of the negative denite kernel). Set
N(x; y) = kf(x) − f(y)k2. Then N is a normalized (i.e. N(x; x) = 0) negative
denite kernel on X. Now if we write 1(t) = ('1(t))
2 and 2(t) = t
2, then N
satises:
8>>><>>>:
1(kx− yk)  N(x; y)  2(kx− yk);
1(t) !1 as t !1:
Step 4.5.4 (Reducing to a negative denite function). The argument in this
paragraph comes from [AMM, Lemma 3.5.]. Let  be an invariant mean on the
bounded functions on X (see e.g. [BeL]). We can think of  as a nitely additive
translation invariant positive measure for which (X) = 1. Dene:
g(x) =
Z
X
N(y + x; y) d(y)
Then we have the following for g:
 g is well-dened because the map y 7! N(y + x; y) is bounded for each x 2 X;
 g(0) =
Z
X
N(y; y) d(y) = 0;
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 For scalars (ci)1in satisfying
nX
i=1
ci = 0, we have:
nX
i;j=1
cicjg(xi − xj) =
X
i;j
cicj
Z
X
N(y + xi − xj ; y) d(y)
=
nX
i;j=1
cicj
Z
X
N(y + xi; y + xj) d(y)
=
Z
X
 
nX
i;j=1
cicjN(y + xi; y + xj)
!
d(y)
=
Z
X
( 0) d(y)
 0:
This is because  is translation invariant, and N is negative denite. This shows
that g is a negative denite function on X.
 Finally, since
Z
X
d(y) = 1, we have:
1(kxk)  g(x)  2(kxk):
In summary, we have found a negative denite function g on X which satises g(0) = 0
and 1(kxk)  g(x)  2(kxk), where 1(t) !1 as t !1.
Step 4.5.5 (Reducing to a continuous symmetric negative denite func-
tion). Let (en)n be the normalized symmetric basis for X. This means that for any
choice of signs (n)n 2 f−1; +1g and any choice of permutation  : N ! N,
k
X
n
nane(n)kX = k
X
n
anenkX :
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The purpose of this paragraph is to show that the negative denite function g
we found in the previous paragraph can be chosen to be symmetric, i.e. to satisfy for
any choice of signs (n)n 2 f−1; +1g and any choice of permutation  : N ! N the
equality:
g
 X
n
nane(n)
!
= g
 X
n
anen
!
:
For x =
1X
n=1
xnen 2 X, dene gm(x) to be the average (i.e. arithmetic mean) of
g
 1X
n=1
nxne(n)
!
over all choices of signs  and permutations  with the restrictions
that n = 1 for n > m and (n) = n for n > m.
It follows that for all such ; , and for all x =
1X
n=1
xnen 2 X,
gm
 1X
n=1
nxne(n)
!
= gm
 1X
n=1
xnen
!
:
Moreover, we also have
1(kxk)  gm(x)  2(kxk):
Next we show that the sequence (gm)m is equicontinuous. To check this, let us rst
check the continuity of g:
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jg(a)− g(b)j 
Z
X
jN(y + a; y)−N(y + b; y)j d(y)
=
Z
X
kf(y + a)− f(y)k2 − kf(y + b)− f(y)k2 d(y)
=
Z
X
(kf(y + a)− f(y)k+ kf(y + b)− f(y)k) 
jkf(y + a)− f(y)k − kf(y + b)− f(y)kj d(y)

Z
X
(kf(y + a)− f(y)k+ kf(y + b)− f(y)k) 
kf(y + a)− f(y + b)k d(y)

Z
X
(kak + kbk) ka− bk d(y):
So jg(a)− g(b)j  ka− bk (kak + kbk) and g is continuous.
Now for the equicontinuity of (gm)m:
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jgm(a)− gm(b)j = kave

g
X
nane(n)

− g
X
nbne(n)

k
 ave kg
X
nane(n)

− g
X
nbne(n)

k
 ave

k
X
nane(n) −
X
nbne(n)k


k
X
nane(n)k + k
X
nbne(n)k

= ave (ka− bk (kak + kbk))
= ka− bk (kak + kbk) :
So by Ascoli’s theorem, there is a subsequence (gmk)k of (gm)m which converges
pointwise to a continuous function eg. The property of the gm’s implies that eg must
necessarily be symmetric. We have that eg(0) = 0, and that 1(kxk)  eg(x)  2(kxk).
Finally, as it is easily checked that the gm’s are negative denite functions, it also
follows easily that eg is a negative denite function.
Step 4.5.6 (Final step). Using the relationship between negative and positive def-
inite kernels given by Schoenberg’s Lemma (Lemma 4.2.5), we get that the function
ef = e−eg is a symmetric continuous positive denite function on X.
Since we have
lim inf
n!1
ke1 + e2 +   + enkp
n
= 0;
we conclude by Theorem 4.4.2 of Aharoni, Maurey and Mityagin that ef is constant.
On the other hand, ef(0) = e−eg(0) = 1, while 0  ef(x)  e−1(kxk) ! 0 as kxk ! 1.
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This gives a contradiction and nishes the proof. 
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CHAPTER V
CHARACTERIZATION OF SPACES THAT COARSELY EMBED
INTO A HILBERT SPACE
In this chapter, we continue the work of the previous chapter by giving a
characterization of quasi-Banach spaces that coarsely embed into a Hilbert space.
Let (Ω;B; ) be a probability space. We denote by L0() the space of all
measurable functions endowed with the topology of convergence in measure.
5.1 Quasi-Banach spaces
Denition 5.1.1. A quasi-norm on a linear space X is a map k  k : X ! [0;1) that
satises for every x; y 2 X:
1. kxk = 0 if and only if x = 0,
2. kxk = jjkxk for every scalar ,
3. kx + yk  K(kxk+ kyk), where the constant K  1 does not depend on x; y.
A quasi-Banach space is a linear space X endowed with a quasi-norm under
which it is complete.
Aoki [Ao] and Rolewicz [R] characterized quasi-Banach spaces as follows:
Theorem 5.1.2 (Aoki-Rolewicz Theorem). Let X be a quasi-Banach space. Then
there exists 0 < p  1 and an equivalent quasi-norm k  k on X that satises for every
x; y 2 X:
kx + ykp  kxkp + kykp:
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Idea of the proof: Write j  j the original quasi-norm on X, and denote by k =
inffK  1; 8 x; y 2 X; jx + yj  K(jxj + jyj)g. It is shown (see e.g. [KPR]) that the
function k  k dened on X by:
kxk = inf
8<:
 
nX
i=1
jxijp
! 1
p
; x =
nX
i=1
xi
9=; ;
where p is such that 2
1
p = 2k, is an equivalent quasi-norm on X that satises the
required inequality. 
Remark 5.1.3. It then follows that X under this new quasi-norm is of type p, mean-
ing that for every x1; x2;    ; xn 2 X, 
ave
∥∥∥∥∥
nX
i=1
ixi
∥∥∥∥∥
p! 1p

 
nX
i=1
kxikp
! 1
p
;
where the average is taken over all possible signs i 2 f−1; +1g, i 2 f1; 2;    ; ng.
The next result we need is Nikisin’s Theorem [Ni]:
Theorem 5.1.4 (Nikisin’s Theorem). Let X be a quasi-Banach space of type
0 < p  1 that is a subspace of L0() for some measure space (Ω;B; ). Then X is
isomorphic to a subspace of Lr() for every r < p.
5.2 Positive denite functions and the space L0()
Here we relate the theory of positive denite functions with classical probability
theory. In fact, we have the following two classical theorems: Bochner’s Theorem (see
e.g. [Ru, page 19]) and Kolmogorov’s Consistency Theorem (see e.g. [GS, page 108]).
Theorem 5.2.1 (Bochner’s Theorem). A function f : Rn ! R is positive denite
if and only if it is the Fourier transform of a probability measure  on Rn, namely
f(t) =
Z
R
n
ei(tx)d(x):
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Kolmogorov’s Consistency Theorem proves the existence of measures on innite
product spaces.
Let X be any set, and let Ω = RX = f! = (!x)x2X ; !x 2 Rg, and let B be
the product -algebra on Ω generated by the sets of the form f! = (!x)x : !x 2
(ax; bx] for x 2 Ag, where −1  ax < bx  1, and A runs over all the nite subsets
of X. Kolmogorov’s Consistency Theorem states as follows:
Theorem 5.2.2 (Kolmogorov’s Consistency Theorem). Let A be a probability
measure on RA, where A runs over all the nite subsets of X. Assume that the
probabilities (A)A satisfy the following consistency condition:
(
A  B ) (8 E  RA; B (E  RBnA = A (E):
Then there is a unique probability measure  on (Ω;B) such that:
8 A; 8 E  RA;  (E  RXnA = A (E) :
Bretagnolle, Dacunha and Krivine [BrDK] and Aharoni, Maurey and Mitya-
gin [AMM] used those two classical theorems to get the following (see also [BeL,
Proposition 8.7]:
Proposition 5.2.3. Let X be a real linear metric space, and let f : X ! R be a
continuous positive denite function that satises f(0) = 1. Then one can nd a
probability space (Ω;B; ), and a continuous linear operator U : X ! L0() such that
8 t 2 R; 8 x 2 X; f(tx) = E(eitU(x)):
Proof: For a nite subset A of X, write RA = ft = (ta)a2A; ta 2 Rg, and dene on
R
A a function fA by setting fA(t) =
X
a2A
taa. Then fA is a positive denite function
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on RA and so by Bochner’s theorem it is the Fourier transform of some probability
measure A on R
A.
For A  B, make RA a subspace of RB in a natural way, and notice that the
restriction fBj
R
A
of fB to R
A is equal to fA. This gives that the probability measures
(A)A form a consistent family as A runs through all the nite subsets of X. Applying
Kolmogorov’s Consistency Theorem, one can nd a probability measure  on RX and
a family (Ux)x2X of measurable functions such that for any nite subset A of X,
f
 X
a2A
taa
!
=
Z
R
X
ei
P
a2A taUa(!)d(!):
Let us check that the map U : X ! L0() which associates Ux to x is linear
and continuous.
Let x1; x2 2 X and 1; 2 2 R. We have for every t 2 R:
E
(
eit(U1x1+2x2−1Ux1−2Ux2)

= f(t(1x1 + 2x2)− (t1)x1 − (t2)x2)) = f(0) = 1;
so U1x1+2x2 = 1Ux1 + 2Ux2 .
Assume xn ! 0. Then E(itUxn) = f(txn) ! f(0) = 1 by the continuity of f .
So (Uxn)n converges to 0 in measure. 
5.3 Main result
Proposition 5.3.1. Let X be a quasi-Banach space which coarsely embeds into a
Hilbert space. Then there exists on X a continuous negative denite function g which
satises g(0) = 0 and 1(kxk)  g(x)  kxk2 where 1 : [0;1) ! [0;1) is a
nondecreasing function satisfying 1(t) !1 as t !1, and  > 0.
Proof: Steps 4.5.2, 4.5.3, 4.5.4 and the piece of Step 4.5.5 for the continuity of g
extends to the case when X is a quasi-Banach space. 
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Theorem 5.3.2. A quasi-Banach space X coarsely embeds into a Hilbert space if and
only if there is a probability space (Ω;B; ) such that X is linearly isomorphic to a
subspace of L0().
Proof: Let X be a quasi-Banach space. The Aoki-Rolewicz Theorem (Theorem
5.1.2) gives an equivalent quasi-norm k  k on X which is also p-subadditive for some
0 < p  1, i.e. kx + ykp  kxkp + kykp for all x; y in X. In particular X under this
norm has type p.
Say X is linearly isomorphic to a subspace of L0() for some probability space
(Ω;B; ). Then since X has type p, Nikisin’s Theorem (Theorem 5.1.4) asserts that
X is isomorphic to a subspace of Lr() for every r < p. Now since r < 2, Nowak’s
result in [No] implies that X coarsely embeds into a Hilbert space. In fact, Nowak
notices that the negative denite function x 7! kxkr on Lr() when r < 2 gives, via
Schoenberg’s Theorem, a map into a Hilbert space which controls large (and small)
distances uniformly, hence giving a coarse embedding of Lr into a Hilbert space.
Mendel and Naor in [MeN] actually give an explicit formula for a (uniform and)
coarse embedding of Lr into Lq when r < q by T : Lr(R) ! Lq(R R):
T (f)(s; t) =
1− eitf(s)
jtj(r+1)=q :
Conversely, let X be a quasi-Banach space which coarsely embeds into a Hilbert
space. Let g be the negative denite function on X given by Proposition 5.3.1, and let
f be the continuous positive denite function given by f = e−g. Use Proposition 5.2.3
to get a probability space (Ω;B; ) and a continuous linear operator U : X ! L0()
such that the characteristic function E exp(itUx) of Ux is equal to f(tx) for every
x 2 X and t 2 R. We show that U is an isomorphism into.
Let (xn)n be a sequence in X such that U(xn) ! 0 in L0(), i.e. in measure.
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Thenf(txn) = E(exp(itUxn)) ! 1 for each xed t in R. If (xn)n does not converge
to 0, then by passing to a subsequence we can assume without loss of generality that
kxnk   for all n and for some  > 0. But since 1 is nondecreasing, we get for every
t > 0:
e−1(tkxnk)  e−1(t):
Since 1(s) !1 as s !1, we can pick t0 > 0 so that e−1(t0) < 12 . For that t0, we
have for every n:
f(t0xn)  e−1(t0) < 1
2
:
This contradicts the fact that f(t0xn) ! 1. Thus xn ! 0, and hence U is one-to-one
and its inverse is continuous. 
Corollary 5.3.3. A quasi-Banach space coarsely embeds into a Hilbert space if and
only if it uniformly embeds into a Hilbert space.
Proof: Aharoni, Maurey and Mityagin [AMM] proved that a quasi-Banach space
uniformly embeds into a Hilbert space if and only if it is isomorphic to a linear
subspace of L0() for some probability space (Ω;B; ). The idea of the proof presented
here for the coarse case was actually mirrored after their original proof for the uniform
case. It has been a surprise to notice that practically the same proof works for the
coarse case when uniform embeddings give information only on small distances, while
coarse embeddings give information only on large distances.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
The results we presented here add to the theory of nonlinear geometry of
Banach spaces that has been studied for many years, and also to the new trend that
links it to geometric group theory. On the other hand, they leave some questions that
need further investigations.
In regard to Chapter II, can `2 be a Lipschitz quotient of `p when p < 2? A
negative answer to this would give that a Lipschitz quotient of `p has to be a linear
quotient of `p when p < 2. This would follow the same line as the argument we
presented in Chapter II.
Another question that is suggested by the present study is whether or not a
Banach space that is uniformly homeomorphic to a subspace of `p has to be a subspace
of `p when p < 2. This should follow from a positive answer to a more general question:
is the modulus of asymptotic uniform convexity X of a Banach space X preserved
under uniform homeomorphism? In fact, we can use an ultraproduct argument as in
[HM] to see that the space in question is a subspace of Lp. And a subspace of Lp
(p < 2) whose modulus of asymptotic uniform convexity is of power type p will be
a subspace of `p by following a similar argument as in [GoKL2] for the proof of the
uniform characterization of quotients of `p, p > 2. However, even the preservation of
the modulus of asymptotic uniform convexity under a Lipschitz isomorphism is still
unknown.
The question whether c0 is minimal as a Banach space that contains a Lipschitz
copy of every separable metric space is still wide open. In other words, if c0 Lipschitz
embeds into a Banach space X, must it linearly embed? Godefroy, Kalton and Lancien
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gave a complete answer to this when the Lipschitz embedding is actually a Lipschitz
isomorphism [GoKL1]. In such a case, X is actually isomorphic to c0. They also
showed in [GoKL2] that if a uniform homeomorphism f : c0 ! X only performs a
small enough deformation of c0 in the sense of uniform distance, then X has to be
isomorphic to c0. However, without this assumption the general question still remains
open.
The coarse geometry of a Banach space and its relation to geometric group
theory and algebraic topology has been the object of Chapters IV and V. Chapter
V puts a close on the linear geometry of a quasi-Banach space that admits a coarse
embedding into a Hilbert space. However, since the main link between geometric
group theory and Banach space theory expressed here has its focus on metric spaces,
it leaves this question open for general metric spaces. For example: does there exist a
discrete metric space with bounded geometry that coarsely embeds into `p for p > 2
but not into `2? More generally, what characteristics must all metric subsets of a
given Banach space have? Which of those characteristics are transported by coarse
embeddings?
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